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(***Please note that the important dates to remember are now found on the calendar page at the end of
each month’s newsletter.***)

I recently had the privilege of attending an EcoSchools Celebration for the schools in our Board who are participating in
the Ministry’s EcoSchools Program. I am very proud of the work we have been doing as a school, under the leadership of
Mrs. D’souza and Mrs. D’Adamo and our student representatives, that has allowed us to achieve a gold level standing
these past two years. From our outdoor classroom, to the use of GOOS (good on one side) paper, to this electronic newsletter, we have taken a number of positive steps to reduce our overall ecological footprint. We have a number of challenges
ahead of us, like teaching the students to sort their waste and recycling properly and getting them to do it without reminders, but we are definitely moving in the right direction. This enhanced attention and awareness of the importance of positive environmental stewardship is essential as our students are the future caretakers of this wonderful planet of ours.
On that note, our junior and intermediate students recently participated in a waste-free lunch campaign and we were able to
significantly reduce the amount of lunch waste that was produced during that week. As a school, we will be continuing to
focus on meeting our goal of having all members of the school community bringing waste-free lunches and then
‘boomeranging’ any waste back home. By using reusable containers for our food items, and taking any leftover food
waste home and placing it in our green bins, we can make a huge difference in terms of how much waste gets diverted
from the landfill. I thank everyone in advance for continuing to be supportive of our eco-initiatives.
I once again want to thank the parents who are dropping off or picking up children each day for travelling slowly while in
the parking lot and for following our established rules. By putting safety before convenience you are helping to ensure that
our students arrive and leave for home in a safe manner. For the few individuals who tend to drive quickly while in the
parking lot, or who block traffic or park illegally while picking up or dropping off their children, I ask that you please try
to be aware that we have these rules to ensure the safety of all of our children. And the minute or two you may be saving
yourself personally, may be endangering the safety of others or may lead to an accident. It takes a full community effort to
keep our students safe. If there are no parking spots when you arrive, you are asked to please slowly loop around the lot
again as the spots will open up as people leave. Again, thank you for putting the safety of our children before personal convenience.
While on the topic of student arrival, we are noticing that with the onset of the cool fall weather, some of our students are
being dropped off later and later. This causes them to be late for class and it also causes our Safety Patrollers to be late as
well. This is just a friendly reminder that our entry bell rings at 8:03 am each day. Your child(ren) should be at school by
that time each day so that they can enter the building with their classmates. If they are dressed appropriately for the
weather, standing outside for a few minutes allows them to get some fresh air before the start of their day. It also teaches
them the importance of punctuality which is an important life skill.
Please make note that there is a Parent Education Symposium being held on Saturday, November 10th at Milliken Mills
High School from 8:30 am to 1:00 pm. The Symposium will provide parents/guardians with information to help them support their child’s education. Flyers were sent home with students a few weeks ago but the details and registration information can also be found later in this newsletter.

November promises to be an exciting month as our students will be receiving their Progress Reports on November 20 th and the
parent/teacher/student conferences will be held on the evening of Thursday, November 22 th and during the day on Friday, November 23th. These interviews will be a great opportunity to discuss what your child(ren) is/are doing well and what potential next steps
and goals can be set as the first term progresses. We are requesting once again that our students be part of the interview process as
we know that involving them helps to ensure that everyone is on the same page as we move forward.
November is also Bullying Prevention Month. Our students will be engaging in a variety of discussions and activities as the month
progresses as we try to meet the goal of eliminating bullying from our schools. Please see the pages later in this newsletter that are
related to this topic. There is one page that invites students to let us know if they are experiencing bullying while at school. If they
are, they can fill in the form and bring it to the office. We will then help your child to resolve the problem.
Finally, you will likely notice that some of the men on staff look a little hairier during the month of November. We are once again
participating in an event called “Movember” which will have the participating men grow moustaches with the intention to help
raise awareness and money for prostate cancer awareness and male mental health. The money raised by “Movember” supports the
development of programs related to awareness, public education, advocacy, support of those affected, and research into the
prevention, detection, treatment and cure of both prostate cancer and those males experiencing mental illness. Here are some
statistics related to male mental health and prostate cancer:
1 in 5 men will experience a mental illness this year
24,500 men will be diagnosed with prostate cancer this year alone.
4,300 men will die of the disease this year
1 in 7 men will be diagnosed with the disease in their lifetime
Prostate cancer is the most common cancer to afflict Canadian men.
Rates of prostate cancer in men are comparable to rates of breast cancer in women.
The incidence of prostate cancer is increasing due to the aging of the population.
Over 90% of prostate cancer cases are curable if detected and treated in their earliest stages.
The disease is a far greater threat for those with a family history of prostate cancer.
Prostate cancer is turning up in men in their 40s
Prostate cancer develops as a result of dietary, environmental and hereditary factors but more research is
prevent the disease

needed to identify its causes and

The disease has no symptoms in its earliest, most curable stage – so if you are 40 years old, they recommend you talk to
your doctor about a prostate examination, including a digital rectal exam (DRE) and a prostate specific antigen
(PSA) blood test.
We look forward to the upcoming Progress Reports and the opportunity to discuss the progress of all of our students with their parents.
Paul Battler

The City of Markham is proud to host another Community Consultation Meeting for the South
East Markham Community Centre.
Date: Thursday, November 15th
Location: Armadale Community Centre (2401 Denison Street)
Time: Starting 7:30pm.
The purpose of the meeting is to follow up with the initial feedback that was provided by the community members in
designing the facility. The architects will be present and they will provide a basic building schematic of the centre and the
City is looking to have the community participate once again in providing us with feedback and suggestions.

Something Big is Coming
Hey Fairclough, something big is about to happen at our school. It might change the way you come
to school in the mornings forever! There will be clues up around the school so you can guess what’s
going to happen. If you don’t figure it out, everything will be revealed on Wednesday, November
14, 2012. Good luck!
The Living School Team

EFPS Eco-News
The students in grades 4 – 8 participated in the week-long Waste-Free Lunch Challenge in an effort to engage
them in small environmental initiatives that can have a big impact.
The challenge went really well: we reduced the amount of waste that was created before we started the challenge.
We would like to continue this initiative, so we ask that you help your child pack a waste-free lunch each day. Below are some suggestions on how to be waste-free.
We will have a main focus for this initiative during the next four weeks.
Please Use
A Reusable Lunch Bag
Reusable Containers
Reusable Water Bottles
Reusable Cutlery

Please Avoid
Paper/Plastic Bags
Plastic Wrap/Tin Foil/Styrofoam
Juice Boxes/Plastic Water Bottles

Reusable Napkins
Healthy snacks

Paper Napkins
over-packaged snacks

Plastic Cutlery

EFPS Eco-team members

Lake St. George Trip
Dear Parents,
This past October, the grades sixes had the opportunity to go to Lake St. George. They had a great time playing educational games which
taught them more about being Eco-friendly. The kids went on a night hike with one of their leader’s named Nicole. They were scared at
first because it was dark and no one had gone on a solo walk before. One by one everyone found the courage to go on the walk, even the
kids who thought they were too scared to do it. Mr. Battler and Mrs. Girdler were really proud of the kids who walked by themselves at
night using the survival skills that they learned at camp.
Most kids had never slept away from home, but everyone was having such a good time, that before you knew it the trip was over and no
one was homesick at all. We learned a lot about nature and we went on a pontoon boat! It was beautiful scenery out on the lake, and we
learned how to check if the water is clean. The kids really loved the whole trip and we want to thank the instructors
Nicole, Denise, Ian, Karen and Raja for making this trip a great experience!
Sincerely,
Dimitra & Tracy W

RECESS — COLD WEATHER
With the changing of the season, students should be dressed for cold weather (hats, scarves, mitts, boots, etc.) It is advisable for
students to bring extra pants and socks in case they get wet. The principal decides at the time of each recess whether students
will remain inside or go out for a shortened or full recess period by keeping a close eye on weather conditions, including temperature, wind chill, sun/cloud conditions, and wind velocity. We would ask that parents be sensitive to the demands placed on the
school secretary and not call the school to inquire about indoor recess, but rather that parents send their children dressed for outdoor play. Students will be supervised in their classrooms during recess and lunch hour whenever an indoor recess is necessary.

Library Resource Centre News

We had our annual turkey design and pumpkin decorating activities this month. If you visit the library, you will see all of the
wonderful creations the classes have constructed. Thank you to the staff and students for joining in this great Falcon activity.
Our school Book Fair was in October. We raised just over $480.00 to put towards purchasing new resources for the LRC to
support our students. Thank you to all our parents and students for supporting our fund raiser. A special thank you to the staff
and students for helping with this year’s Book Fair.
Many classes have been working in the library resource centre this month. Our Grade 5 students have been using online and
non-fiction text while researching energy sources and conservation. The Grade ½ classes have been sharing Halloween
stories and related literacy activities. Our Community Classes also worked on Halloween settings, after reading In a Haunted
House. Our kindergarten classes have been busy reading and learning about parts of books, the authors
and the illustrators.
As usual, many classes have been enjoying signing books out of the Library Resource Centre. It is great
to see the enthusiasm put into reading. Keep on reading Falcons!!!

French News
October has been an exciting month in Room 224! The Grade 4’s created booklets with school and classroom vocabulary.
Grade 5 students are currently working on sports cards, describing themselves as famous Olympic athletes. Grade 6 students
created and presented suspect description posters to try and solve a mystery. Grade 7’s are learning about Le Cirque du
Soleil. They have written and presented dialogues for a character who is asking for permission to attend circus school.
The grade 8 students have written and presented skits about a youth having a very difficult day.
Bon travail tout le monde!
Mme Rampartab

Roots of Empathy
This letter is to tell you some exciting news that will affect children in our classroom this year. The Roots of Empathy program
has started in Mrs. Mascoll's and Mrs. Robinson's Kindergarten class and with Ms. Steuart, as the teacher candidate. Mr. and
Mrs. Margoliese and baby Claire will be our Roots family this year. Claire will turn 3 months old in October and she can smile
and track (watch) the students. The students will become detectives to learn about Claire's growth and development until
June. Claire and her mom will visit once every three weeks. The students will predict and cheer when their ROE baby reaches
the 'developmental milestones' of the first year. The students will also be coached by the Roots Instructor, Ms. Neal , in
observing the baby and reading the cues the baby will give us to show how she is feeling: "Is Claire happy or sad?" and “How
can we tell?, How can we tell if your friend is happy?" Thanks to Mr. Battler, this is the 7th year that I have taught Roots of
Empathy at Ellen Fairclough and I look forward to another great year.
Ms Neal
Roots of Empathy Instructor

October Music News
The chart below outlines, very briefly, the activities in which your child will take part, in his or her Music
classes this year. The philosophy of the Music program is that all students are given the opportunity to
understand how to create music, and will learn to appreciate the creative efforts of others in the school, the
community, and the world around them.

Kindergarten

Primary Grades:
1 Clark
1/2 Sivarajah
1/2 Ginsler
2/3 Scott
2/3 Persaud

Junior Grades
3/4 Crawford
4 Vivian
4/5 D’souza
5/6 Pang

Intermediate Grades
6/7 Girdler
7/8 Andersen
8 Hughes

In Kindergarten, students will learn songs that relate to various classroom themes,
changing seasons, and the many celebrations we observe in our families and our
community. Movement to the beat and rhythm, and body percussion (snapping,
clapping, patching, stomping) will be used to enhance the musical experience.
Students will be given the opportunity to explore the sounds of a variety of
instruments such as drum circles, shakers, boomwhackers, and Orff mallet
instruments, and to then create their own music. The goal of the program is to
teach the children to express themselves joyfully and confidently using music.
Students in the Primary grades will learn to use their voice as a musical instrument.
They will learn to identify high and low pitches, to sing pentatonic and diatonic
scales, and to echo modeled pitches. In the unison and 2-part repertoire of songs
they perform, the elements of music (e.g. volume, tempo, dynamics) will be
explored to further their understanding of the creative process.
Students will have the opportunity to play Orff and rhythm instruments as they
explore music making. They will create their own accompaniments by setting
poems and stories to music.
They will also have the opportunity to see and hear others perform in various
settings (e.g. school assemblies, films, recordings), and discuss their feelings about
what they have heard.
Students in the Junior grades have started the year with vocal music. The
development of good vocal technique (intonation, tone quality, diction, posture and
breathing) and the ability to perform from standard music notation is the emphasis.
Junior students will then move to recorder performance. For some this is a new
experience and for the older junior students, we will build on our skills from last
year. Students will create and perform accompaniments to their class recorder
ensemble using rhythm and Orff instruments.
Final activities for the year will be class performances of stories or poems in which
each student selects a role that suits his or her musical strengths. The possible roles
include narration, dramatic portrayal of characters, dance, and musical
accompaniment (vocal, recorders, Orff and rhythm instruments).
The Junior division will be going to a Toronto Symphony concert in April, as part
of the critical thinking component of the curriculum. Other performances such as
films and assemblies, and analytical, guided listening of various styles of musical
ensembles from past and present will also address this part of the expectations.
In the Intermediate classes, we have a combination of experienced and new
instrumentalists. Students who are experienced will build on the playing skills they
have; they will be challenged with more demanding repertoire, as the year
progresses. Students who have started playing an instrument this year will learn the
basics: instrument care, breathing and posture, initial pitches, and performing from
standard notation. All instrumentalists are expected to sign out and practice at
home every week, to build on the lessons taught in their classes.
In addition to performance, intermediate students will also explore music from
historical eras and other cultures through analytical listening. The Intermediate
division will attend a Toronto Symphony concert in November, as part of the
critical thinking component of the curriculum.

WHY PARENTS SHOULD CARE ABOUT
BULLYING
Many people feel that bullying is “just kids being
kids”and that it’s “harmless.” In fact, bullying is
anything but harmless.
RISKS FOR CHILDREN WHO ARE BULLIED:
hopelessness)
-esteem

suicide
RISKS FOR CHILDREN WHO BULLY OTHERS:
wrong

Students of the Month

At the Celebration Assembly on November 1st, the character trait of “Respect” was highlighted as was the
following statement from our Touchstone: “At Ellen Fairclough, we respect one another and value everyone in the community.” The following students were recognized for their positive contributions to school life and for “Living the Touchstone”.
JK/SK Ms. Sutherland
JK/SK Ms. Dolabjian
SK/SK Mrs. Mascoll
Gr.1/2A Mrs. Sivarajah
Gr.1/2B Ms. Ginsler
Gr.1 Mrs. Clark
Gr.2/3 Ms. Persaud
Gr.2/3 Mrs. Scott
Gr.3/4 Mrs. Crawford
Gr.4/5 Mrs. D’souza
Gr.4 Mrs. Vivian
Gr.5/6 Ms. Pang
Gr.6/7 Mrs. Girdler
Gr.7/8 Mr. Andersen
Gr.8 Mrs. Hughes
Ms. Robb
Mrs. Wascher
Mme. Rampartab
Mr s. P art c h

.

Faheem R, Jasmeet B, Rushia J.
Tanushka P, Jamie M, Khalil R.
Sana M, Adam M.
Zeshan A, Sruthika K.
Aathusun A, Samiya N.
Riya D, Devin D.
Sajuth S, Mujtaba I.
Varna P, Gana M.
Shahzaib M, Lathish V, Tanique J.
Amaan F, Sadaq A.
Ayesha R, Aryan P.
Harish E, Isabella L.
Kishanth k, Shakidia J.
Hassan T, Hadi A, Amena M, Maha M.
Arshad S, Sarah D, Amanda R.
Denise S.
Roya A.
Austin C, Hadi A.
Sab b it ha a S , M ar ya m D.

Congratulations to all! Keep showing that FALCON spirit!
The character trait of Honesty will be highlighted in the month of November. The focus Touchstone statement that will be
highlighted is “We are a safe school where everyone feels welcomed and included”.
“It takes strength and courage to admit the truth.” - Rick Riordan
“If you continue to be honest, you become an honest person.”—Mohammed
“Honesty is the first chapter in the book of wisdom.”—Thomas Jefferson
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